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Northern Virginia – October 1, 2017 –  Just a few weeks after returning from 2 major events, 
internationally adored KOKET is ready to take on High Point. The DECOREX Show in London was 
the first event. KOKET is always one of the few United States based brands to exhibit there year 
after year and as history repeats itself, stole the show with its beautiful, bold, and empowering 
statement pieces. Because of KOKET’s presence all over the world, Janet Morais, KOKET’S founder 
and CEO was asked to speak at the prestigious Business of Luxury Design Summit in Chicago 
just a few days after returning from London. The show was full of top designers and business 
professionals from all over the world and KOKET pieces were chosen to decorate the show.   
This was all within one months time. This months focus is High Point and with an emphasis 
on warm creams and bronzes, KOKET is ready to reinterpret some of it’s classics in a tempting 
and inspirational way. Be Enticed with KOKET in celebrating the future of design in High Point at 
G-6051 Salon in The Suites At Market Square,  from October 14-18.   

KOKET is sure to lure you into it’s sensuous light colored space.  The always confident and bold 
KOKET will be light and bronzy showing it’s softer opulent side.  Warm luxurious fabrics are sure 
to seduce and leave a lasting impression on all who venture in.  KOKET’s space will make you feel 
glamourous, triumphant, and passionate about design.  From the vintage feel of the Sofia Sofa, 
to the always enchanting Spellbound Cabinet, to the sultry silhouette of the Yasmine Table, and 
finally with the always classic and daring Chandra Chair; KOKET is sure to bring life and optimism 
to design lovers.

International Super Star KOKET Is Set to Entice High Point with 
It’s Luxurious Creams and Bronzes in October

KOKET would like to make A Toast to the Future -New Design, New People,  A Champagne Future.  
Visit KOKET at G-6051 Salon in The Suites At Market Square, from October 14-18, at High point 
in North Carolina. KOKET visitors can learn more at www. highpointmarket.org

KOKET Celebrates the Future 
of Design at High Point

For immediate release
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-more-

SPELLBOUND | CABINET

OBSSEDIA | DINING TABLE

TAMARA | CONSOLE

KIKI | SIDE TABLE

http://www.bykoket.com/
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/obssedia-dining-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/tamara-console.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/kiki-side-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/spellbound-cabinet.php
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ENCHANTED | SIDE TABLE

EXOTICA | NIGHTSTAND

LEMPRICA | SIDE TABLE YASMINE | SIDE TABLE 

TEARS | COCKTAIL TABLE

http://www.bykoket.com/
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/exotica-bedside-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/yasmine-side-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/tears-cocktail-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/enchanted-side-table.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/lemprica-side-table.php
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LEMPRICA | MIRROR

EGOIST | MIRROR

TAMARA | MIRROR

GUILT | MIRROR
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http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/egoist-mirror.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/lemprica-mirror.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/guilt-mirror.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/tamara-mirror.php
http://www.bykoket.com/


ENIGMA | CHAIR

DRAPESSE | CHAIR CHANDRA | CHAIR
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COCKTAIL | CHAIR

http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/enigma-chair.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/drapesse-chair.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/chandra-chair.php
http://www.bykoket.com/
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/cocktail-chair.php


BOLVARDI | BENCH

SOFIA | SOFA

ENVY | CHAISE

-more-
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http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/bolvardi-bench.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/sofia-sofa.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/envy-chaise.php
http://www.bykoket.com/
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REPTILIAN | FLOOR LAMPPLISSE | BED

http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/plisse-bed.php
http://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/reptilian-floor-lamp.php
http://www.bykoket.com/


#bykoket & #kkstealstheshow

KOKET - The brand

Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risquÈ ad 
campaigns, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET´s mission which is to create highly desirable 
empowering statement pieces. 

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Pleasures 
& Exotic Opulence Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite 
lighting and decadent furs; all of which will mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux 
metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

Since its inception in 2010, the U.S. based luxury brand’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is 
manufactured by master artisans and jewelers who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET´s 
principal designers are a group of exceptionally artistic and well rounded product designers who 
are led by Janets creative eye and almost fanatic strive for perfection. 

The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments 
of design seduction while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide through a selective network 
of interior designers and luxury retail stores.

###
If you would like more information about this topic, please call Natalia Vilaca at 703-369-3324, 
or email natalia@bykoket.com
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